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Modelling assumptions



mBrace3D implements shell elements for the girder flanges and 

webs, as well as the concrete deck.

Shear studs are modelled as “rigid” link elements in mBrace3D

In mBrace3D, the mesh size is specified by the user. Typically, a 

3-ft. mesh is good enough for the composite structure.

Piers and abutments are by default modelled as full fixities in 

mBrace3D (axial springs are also possible). For curved bridges, 

radial / tangential boundary conditions are implemented.

Stiffness reduction factors for the cross-frames (typically, 0.65) 

are available in mBrace3D. The software models all bracing 

members with bar elements (axial force only).

NSBA Steel Bridge Design Handbook vs. mBrace3D 



Source: Paul Biju-Duval, Development of  three-dimensional finite element software for curved plate girder and tub girder during 
construction, PhD Dissertation, The University of  Texas at Austin, 2017

mBrace3D modelling assumptions – Key figures



Advanced FEA model







Vehicle load definition form (mBrace3D)





Vehicle load optimization (VLO) algorithm



(Simplified) procedure to calculate the shear and composite moment influence surfaces

For all deck nodes

Apply a unit vertical point load

Solve for the displacement (first-order linear elastic)

Compute the stresses along the bridge (assume the concrete deck is uncracked)

At all points where the influence surface is to be calculated:

Integrate the vertical shear stresses on the web elements to get the resultant shear

Calculate the position of the elastic neutral axis of the composite section 

Integrate the horizontal bending stresses on the flanges, web and deck elements to get the resultant moment



(Simplified) procedure to calculate the critical vehicle positions (Vehicle Load Optimization, aka VLO)

For all lanes

For all longitudinal and transverse increments along the lane

Apply the truck load and get the resulting moment and shear based on the influence surfaces previously calculated

For all possible lane configurations (either 1 lane loaded, or 2 lanes loaded, etc.)

Find the critical lane configuration, based on their respective effects weighted by the multiple presence factor



Influence surfaces – Moment



Positive moment in Span 1



Negative moment at Pier 1



Positive moment in Span 2



Influence surfaces – Shear



Maximum shear at Abutment 1



Maximum shear at Pier 1



Minimum shear at Abutment 2



Envelope moment and shear diagrams





1. Simplified line load analyses are inappropriate for curved steel bridges, for which advanced FEA is 

the preferred method.

2. mBrace3D Vehicle Load Optimization (VLO) algorithm was tested and compared against NSBA 

Design Example 3 (three-span continuous horizontally curved composite steel I-girder bridge), for 

which results are publicly available but the method used to obtain them is not thoroughly described.

3. The results compare generally very well.

4. The method implemented to derive the influence surfaces and run the VLO were described.

5. mBrace3D allows for any type of  vehicle load, which makes it appropriate for any design code.

6. mBrace3D also allows for cross-frame stiffness modifiers, which can be particularly useful for 

fatigue design.

mBrace3D vs. NSBA Design Example 3 – Conclusions
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